The genomic RNA of different isolates of Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) reveals an unusual pattern of sequence diversity: the 3Ј halves are highly conserved (homology Ͼ90%), while the 5Ј halves show much more dissimilarity, with the 5Ј nontranslated region (NTR) containing the highest diversity (homology as low as 42%). Yet, positive-sense sequences of the 5Ј NTR were predicted to fold into nearly identical structures consisting of two stem-loops (SL1 and SL2) separated by a short spacer region. The predicted most stable secondary structures of the negative-sense sequences were more variable. We introduced mutations into the 5Ј NTR of a CTV replicon to alter the sequence and/or the predicted secondary structures with or without additional compensatory changes designed to restore predicted secondary structures, and examined their effect on replication in transfected protoplasts. The results suggested that the predicted secondary structures of the 5Ј NTR were more important for replication than the primary structure. Most mutations that were predicted to disrupt the secondary structures fail to replicate, while compensatory mutations were allowed replication to resume. The 5Ј NTR mutations that were tolerated by the CTV replicon were examined in the full-length virus for effects on replication and production of the multiple subgenomic RNAs. Additionally, the ability of these mutants to produce virions was monitored by electron microscopy and by passaging the progeny nucleocapsids to another batch of protoplasts. Some of the mutants with compensatory sequence alterations predicted to rebuild similar secondary structures allowed replication at near wild-type levels but failed to passage, suggesting that the 5Ј NTR contains sequences required for both replication and virion assembly.
Introduction
Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) of the genus Closterovirus is a monopartite member of the Closteroviridae. The ϳ20-kb single-stranded plus-sense RNA genome is organized into 12 open reading frames (ORFs) (Pappu et al., 1994; Karasev et al., 1995) . The 5Ј proximal ORF 1a encodes a 349-kDa protein containing two papain-like protease domains, plus methyltransferase-like and helicase-like domains; occasionally, translation continues, presumably by a ϩ1 frameshift into ORF 1b producing an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase domain . The 3Ј half of the genome contains 10 ORFs that are expressed via 3Ј-coterminal sgRNAs .
In addition to having sequences encoding proteins for the viral life cycle, RNA viruses contain regulatory cis-acting elements that are involved in a range of functions, including initiation of minus-stranded RNAs and subgenomic RNAs (sgRNAs), initiation of virion assembly, regulation of gene expression, and probably movement within the host and induction of diseases (reviewed by Duggal et al., 1994; Buck, 1996; Miller et al., 1998; Turner and Buck, 1999; Miller and Koev, 2000) . Cis-acting elements within the 3Ј nontranslated region (NTR) that serve as promoters for minus-strand synthesis have been extensively characterized, with both primary and secondary structures required (Dreher, 1999) . Although 5Ј NTR sequences also are required for replication, there is less information concerning their specific function. By analogy to the cis-acting elements in the 3Ј NTR, structures in the 3Ј terminus of the minus-strand (complement to the 5Ј NTR) might be expected to function as the plus-strand promoter (Guan et al., 1997; Sivakumaran and Kao, 1999; Nagy and Pogany, 2000; . Yet, in some cases the functional element appears to be in the positive-strand sequence. For example, the 5Ј cis-acting elements of Brome mosaic virus (BMV) that resemble internal control region-like (ICR) motifs of tRNA promoters (Marsh and Hall, 1987) were shown to function in the positive-strand . Also, sequences in the 5Ј NTR have been shown to be involved in the initiation of minus-strand synthesis in poliovirus (Barton et al., 2001 ) and yellow fever virus (Corver et al., 2003) . Further, both 3Ј and 5Ј terminal sequences of the minus-strand template were demonstrated to be required for the plus-strand RNA synthesis of sat-RNA C templates of Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) in vitro (Guan et al., 1997) . Additionally, origins of assembly of RNA viruses can reside in the 5Ј NTR as has been shown for Potexviruses (Abouhaidar and Bancroft, 1978; Sit et al., 1994) . Thus, even when RNA viruses are found to have regulatory elements associated with the 5Ј end of the genomic RNAs, there is no clear expectation in which strand (plus or minus) the cis-acting element is active or for what function.
Sequences of different strains of CTV reveal unusual sequence diversity Albiach-Marti et al., 2000) . Although the 3Ј portions (approximately half) of all genomes vary by about 10% or less, the 5Ј portions of the genomes differ dramatically, much more than expected for strains of the same virus. The level of sequence diversity peaks near the 5Ј terminus, with sequence similarities as low as 40%. López et al. (1998) analyzed the terminal sequences of 10 isolates of CTV representing three groups that differ by up to 56% in the 5Ј NTR, yet found that all were predicted to fold into almost identical structures consisting of two stem-loops (SL). The remarkable conservation of the predicted structures amid such variation in sequence suggested that the putative structures were likely both real and functional.
We previously examined the compatibility of heterologous CTV 5Ј NTRs with the replicase complex by substitution of 5Ј terminal regions from other strains into a CTV replicon containing large internal deletion (Satyanarayana et al., 1999) . The replication continued moderately with 5Ј NTRs from strains with more similar sequences, but replication was substantially reduced with 5Ј NTRs from strains of more distantly related biological groups (Satyanarayana et al., 1999) . Substitution of 5Ј segments much larger than the 5Ј NTR (up to 1000 nucleotides; nts) decreased replication no more than the exchange of only the 5Ј NTR (Satyanarayana et al., 1999) , suggesting that most of the necessary cis-acting elements required for replication were contained within the 5Ј NTR.
Here we report the analysis of the predicted structures within the 5Ј NTR relative to replication and assembly of CTV. Mutations that altered the predicted structures prevented replication. However, most mutations that were designed to alter the sequence, but with compensatory changes predicted to restore secondary structures, resulted in continued replication, suggesting that the secondary structures of the 5Ј NTR were important for replication of CTV. Yet, several mutants with altered sequences but compensatory changes to maintain the predicted secondary structures and near wild-type levels of replication in Nicotiana benthamiana protoplasts failed to be passaged to the next set of protoplasts, suggesting that the 5Ј NTR contains elements required for virion assembly.
Results

Examination of predicted folding patterns of the 5Ј NTR of CTV isolates
Both positive-and negative-sense sequences of the 5Ј NTR of CTV T36 isolate, consisting of 107 nts (Fig. 1A) , were analyzed with the MFOLD program of Zuker et al. (1999) to predict secondary structures. The sequence of the positive-sense 5Ј NTR was predicted to fold at 37°C into two stem-and-loop structures with a short intervening single-stranded spacer region and single-stranded 5Ј (nts 1 to 16) and 3Ј (nts 90 to 107) regions with a free energy of Ϫ22.01 kcal/mol (Fig. 1B) . We refer to the predicted secondary structures as stem-loop 1 (SL1: nts 17 to 51) and stem-loop 2 (SL2: nts 57 to 89) separated by a spacer sequence (nts 52 to 56). The MFOLD program predicted a slightly less-stable alternative structure (dG ϭ Ϫ21.31 kcal/ mol) with identical SL1, spacer, and SL2 structures, but with an additional short stem formed by base pairing of a portion of the single-stranded 5Ј and 3Ј regions (nts 1 to 5 with nts 98 to 102) (Fig. 1C) . Further, the 5Ј NTR yielded a similar predicted secondary structure at folding temperatures ranging between 22 and 55°C (data not shown), and the conservation of SL1 and SL2 regions was observed when 250 nts of the 5Ј terminal region were analyzed ( Fig.  1F ; positions of SL1 and SL2 have been highlighted), suggesting that the predicted SL structures of the 5Ј NTR of the positive-sense sequence represent stable structures.
New sequences of CTV isolates that fall into different biological groups (strains) are now available in addition to those examined by López et al. (1998) . We analyzed representatives of these groups to determine whether all 5Ј NTR sequences fold into similar structures. The lengths of the 5Ј NTRs vary: T68, 102 nts; VT, NuagA, and SY568, 105 nts; T36 and T30, 107 nts; T385, 108 nts; T3, 109 nts (Satyanarayana et al., 1999) . The open boxes represent the open reading frames (ORFs). CTV-⌬Cla contains ORF 1a and 1b and a chimeric region toward the 3Ј end formed by the fusion of the 5Ј proximal end of ORF 2 that encodes the putative p33 protein and the distal portion of the 3Ј most ORF, ORF11, that encodes p23 protein. A 107-nt 5Ј nontranslated region (NTR) at the 5Ј end and a 273-nt 3Ј NTR at the 3Ј end are also indicated. The nucleotide sequence of the 5Ј NTR and the positions of the predicted stem-loop (SL) regions 1 and 2 and the spacer region between the SL regions are also shown. The predicted secondary structures using the MFOLD program (Zuker et al., 1999) of the 5Ј NTR in the positive sense (B and C), the negative sense (D and E), and the major type of predicted structure of the 5Ј proximal 250-nt region in the positive-(F) and negative-(G) sense, and their respective free energies, are also indicated. The positions of the first and the last nucleotides and the predicted positions of the SL1 and SL2 in secondary structures are also indicated.
( Fig. 2A) . The 5Ј terminal nucleotide of all isolates was an adenylate (A), and all contained conserved stretches of 6 nts (AAUUUC, nts 1 to 6) and 8 nts (CAAAUUCA; nts 8 to 15 in T36) ( Fig. 2A) . Otherwise, the 5Ј NTRs represent the most highly variable region in the CTV genome, as low as 42% homology between the two Florida isolates T36 and T30 (Albiach-Martí et al., 2000) . The predicted secondary structure of the 5Ј NTRs of T3, T68, NUagA, VT, and SY568 were similar to the predicted structure 1 of T36 (Figs. 1B and 2B), while T30 and T385 were predicted to fold into structures similar to the predicted structure 2 of T36 (Figs. 1C and 2B) . Thus, despite the sequence variation, the positive-sense sequence of all CTV 5Ј NTRs from the different biological groups were predicted to fold into similar SL1 and SL2 structures, separated by a small singlestranded spacer.
We next analyzed the complementary sequences. For simplicity, we used positive-strand numbering with a negative sign preceding the nucleotide number. Thus, the 3Ј terminal nucleotide (in the minus strand), complementary to nt 1 (of the positive strand), was labeled nt Ϫ1. The sequence complementary to the 5Ј NTR of T36 was predicted to fold into two different structures with free energies of Ϫ22.7 and Ϫ22.2 kcal/mol (Figs. 1D and E). Neither predicted negative-strand structure was the mirror image of either of the predicted positive-strand structures. The predicted negative-sense secondary structure of the first stem loop was conserved when 250 nts of the 5Ј terminus were analyzed, but other predicted structures were not ( Fig. 1G ; the position of the first stem loop is highlighted). When the negative-sense sequences of other CTV groups were analyzed, ranges of dissimilar structures were predicted (Fig.  2C) . Thus, the predicted secondary structures of the plusstrand sequences were conserved among different groups, whereas those predicted for the minus-strand sequences appeared not to be conserved.
Mutational analysis of the 5Ј NTR
To examine whether the predicted secondary structures of the 5Ј NTR of CTV T36 were involved in virus replication, mutations were introduced into CTV-⌬Cla, a CTV replicon with all of the 3Ј genes deleted (Satyanarayana et al., 1999) , and accumulation of the genomic RNA and the p33/p23 chimeric sgRNA was determined after infection of mesophyll protoplasts of N. benthamiana. Because the structures predicted from the positive-sense 5Ј NTRs appeared to be more conserved among the different groups, we used the common predicted structure 1 with positive-strand numbering as a model. Mutations included those that were designed to alter the predicted secondary structures and compensatory changes predicted to restore the original structures plus deletions and/or substitutions with nonviral sequences into the loop and spacer regions. These experiments allow discrimination between mutations that allow viral RNA accumulation and those that prevent RNA accumulation, but since detectable CTV RNA replication in protoplasts requires amplification by unknown rounds of replication, it is not possible to define the specific steps that prevented replication. The results presented were repeated independently four to five times with two to three independent clones of each mutant.
Changes in the 5Ј and 3Ј proximal regions of the 5Ј NTR
Nucleotides 1 to 16 and 90 to 107 are predicted to be single stranded by MFOLD in most sequence groups, but occasionally were predicted to fold into a short doublestranded structure [T36 (structure 2), VT (not shown), T30, and T385] (Figs. 1C and 2B). Mutants CTV-⌬Cla M1 and CTV-)Cla M2 contained deletions of the 5Ј terminal 9 and 14 nts, respectively, while mutant CTV-⌬Cla M3 contained a substitution of nts 10 to 14 (5Ј-3Ј AAUUC) with nonviral nucleotides (5Ј-3Ј UGCAU) (Fig. 3A) . These changes did not alter predicted structure 1 (Fig. 3B ). RNA transcripts from these mutants were transfected into N. benthamiana protoplasts, and the total RNA samples isolated at 3 and 4 days postinoculation (dpi) were analyzed by Northern hybridization using 3Ј plus-or minus-strand-specific riboprobes. Mutant CTV-⌬Cla M1 replicated and produced both plus-and minus-stranded genomic and sgRNAs at only slightly reduced levels ( Fig. 3C ). It is unusual to be able to delete 9 nts from the 5Ј terminus of a viral RNA with continued replication, but it should be noted that the context of the 5Ј end nucleotides was similar in CTV-⌬Cla (5Ј-3Ј AAUUUCAA) and CTV-⌬Cla M1(5Ј-3Ј AAUUAA). Deletion of the 5Ј 14 nts of CTV-⌬Cla M2 resulted in a context change in the 5Ј terminus and completely abolished replication (Fig. 3C ). Yet, mutant CTV-⌬Cla M3, which disrupted the nucleotide context that is conserved in all sequences (5Ј-3Ј CAAAUUCA, nts 8 -15) ( Fig. 2A) by substitution of nonviral sequences (resulting in 5Ј-3Ј CAUGCAUA), replicated well, demonstrating that these conserved sequences were not necessary for replication.
Changes also were introduced in the 3Ј-proximal region (nts 90 to 107) of the 5Ј NTR. Mutants CTV-⌬Cla M4 and CTV-⌬Cla M5 contained deletion of nucleotides 98 to 107 and 92 to 107, respectively (Fig. 3A) . These changes were predicted to reduce the length of the 3Ј-proximal singlestranded region and to abrogate the formation of the small helix between this region and the 5Ј nucleotides for some of the groups, but not to alter the predicted structures of SL1 and SL2 (Fig. 3B ). Both mutants replicated in protoplasts, yet CTV-⌬Cla M4 and CTV-⌬Cla M5 accumulated genomic and sgRNAs at reduced levels compared to that of CTV-⌬Cla (Fig. 3C ). These results demonstrate that the sequences in both the 5Ј and the 3Ј proximal termini of the 5Ј NTR tolerate deletions or mutations.
As indicated, none of the mutations altered the predicted positive-stranded structures (Fig. 3B) . The minus-strand secondary structures of mutants CTV-)Cla M1, CTV-)Cla M2, and CTV-⌬Cla M3 were predicted to be similar to minusstrand structure 2 of wild-type CTV-⌬Cla, but the secondary structures predicted for mutants CTV-⌬Cla M4 and CTV⌬Cla M5 were altered, retaining only the SL1 (data not shown).
Mutations in the spacer region between SL1 and SL2 sequences
A single-stranded spacer region of 5 nts (nts 52 to 56; 5Ј-3Ј GAUCC) was predicted between SL1 and SL2 of the positive-sense 5Ј NTR secondary structure of T36. Mutants were created to contain a deletion of the spacer region (CTV-⌬Cla M6), a substitution of nucleotides of the spacer region with nonviral nucleotides (CTV-⌬Cla M7: 5Ј-3Ј AG-CAU), and an insertion of seven nonviral nucleotides to increase the distance between SL1 and SL2 (CTV-)Cla M8: 5Ј-3Ј GACAUCGAUUCC; the additional nucleotides are shown in italics) (Fig. 4A) . The predicted secondary structures showed close juxtaposition of SL1 and SL2 for CTV⌬Cla M6 and widely separated SL1 and SL2 for CTV⌬Cla M8, while no change in the basic structure was predicted for CTV-⌬Cla M7 (Fig. 4B) . Mutants CTV⌬Cla M7 and CTV-⌬Cla M8 replicated in protoplasts and accumulated genomic and sgRNAs at approximately similar levels to that of wild-type CTV-⌬Cla, while CTV⌬Cla M6 replicated at much reduced levels (Fig. 4C) . The presence of a nonviral or a larger spacer region allowed replication at near wild-type levels. Thus, a spatial separation of the SL1 and SL2 sequences appears to be essential for optimal replication, but the sequence of the spacer region probably is not a necessary component of this cis-acting element. 
Mutations in SL2
Mutant CTV-⌬Cla M9 contained a deletion of 10 nts (nts 69 to 78; 5Ј-3Ј GCCUUUAAGC) that was predicted to constitute the terminal portion of SL2 (Fig. 5A ). This deletion was predicted to change the secondary structure of 5Ј NTR by the absence of the terminal SL2 region (Fig. 5B) . This deletion mutant replicated at levels similar to that of the wild-type CTV-⌬Cla, suggesting that the predicted terminal SL2 region had only a minor role in the replication of CTV (Fig. 5C ). Mutant CTV-⌬Cla M10 contained a substitution of the nucleotides in the left side of the lower stem with nonviral nucleotides (nts 57 to 62; 5Ј-3Ј GGAAUA changed to UAUUCC), and the mutant CTV-⌬Cla M11 contained compensatory changes into CTV-⌬Cla M10 at nucleotides 84 to 89 (5Ј-3Ј UAUUCC changed to GGAAUA). The mutation of CTV-⌬Cla M10 was predicted to completely destroy the structure of SL2, while the compensatory mutation of CTV-⌬Cla M11 was predicted to restore the structure similar to that of the wild-type SL2 (Fig. 5B) . Mutant CTV-⌬Cla M10 replicated at much reduced levels, while the compensatory change with nonviral sequences in mutant CTV-⌬Cla M11 restored replication to approximately wild-type levels (Fig. 5C ). These results suggest that maintenance of the helical structure at the base of SL2 was essential for replication, but that the primary structure in this area was less important.
Mutations in SL1
Mutants were designed to disrupt the basal and upper stem with nonviral nucleotides and to rebuild the helix with corresponding compensatory changes. We also constructed mutations that deleted the terminal loop region and altered the loop region with nonviral nucleotides. Mutant CTV⌬Cla M12 contained a substitution of nucleotides affecting one chain of the helix of the basal stem of SL1 (nts 17 to 21; 5Ј-3Ј CCUGU changed to AGAUC) (Fig. 6A) . This mutation was predicted to result in an altered secondary structure in which both SL1 and SL2 were juxtaposed with no spatial separation (similar to that predicted for mutant M6); the basal loop was enlarged, and the resulting stem was shifted by 5 nts (Fig. 6B) . This mutant failed to replicate to detectable levels (Fig. 6C) . CTV-⌬Cla M13, which contained additional nucleotide changes designed to provide compensatory changes to rebuild the helix of the basal stem region of SL1 (nts 47 to 51; 5Ј-3Ј ACAGG changed to GAUCU in mutant CTV-⌬Cla M12) (Fig. 6B) , accumulated slightly reduced levels of genomic and sgRNA compared to the wild-type construct (Fig. 6C) . Similarly, mutants CTV-)Cla M14 (nts 26 to 29; 5Ј-3Ј CCAG changed to UAGC) and CTV-⌬Cla M15 (nts 39 to 42; 5Ј-3Ј CUGG changed to GCUA in mutant CTV-⌬Cla M14) were designed to disrupt and rebuild the top helix of SL1, respectively. CTV-⌬Cla M14, which was predicted to retain the upper stem of SL1, increased the length of the stem by one nucleotide pair, reduced the size of the internal loop, and failed to replicate; while its compensatory mutant, CTV-⌬Cla M15, replicated at wild-type levels (Fig. 6C) , suggesting the importance of the role of the SL1 secondary structure in replication.
The predicted SL1 structure also contained a singlestranded loop region at the terminus (nts 31 to 37; 5Ј-3Ј AAAUACG). We constructed two mutants: CTV-⌬Cla M16, in which the loop was deleted, and CTV-⌬Cla M17, in which the nucleotides of the loop were substituted with nonviral nucleotides (5Ј-3Ј GGCCUCA). The deletion of the loop sequence was predicted to shorten and change the pairing of nucleotides in the stem of SL1. The substitution of the loop sequences was predicted not to change the secondary structure of SL1 (Fig. 6B) . Mutant CTV-⌬Cla M16 failed to replicate, while CTV-⌬Cla M17 replicated at reduced amounts compared to the wild-type construct (Fig.  6C) . Overall, these data suggested that the predicted secondary structures of SL1 were essential for replication and that sequence alterations in the stems and the loop generally were tolerated with continued replication. 
Full-length CTV with mutations in the 5Ј NTR sequences replicates but fails to be passaged in protoplasts
The mutations in the 5Ј NTR that allowed near-wild-type levels of replication of CTV-⌬Cla were examined in fulllength CTV to ensure that the response of full-length CTV carrying the mutations in the 5Ј NTR was similar to that of the CTV-⌬Cla replicon containing the same mutation. To this end, we generated full-length CTV mutants CTV-9:M8, CTV-9:M9, CTV-9:M11, CTV-9:M13, and CTV-9:M15 with the same mutations in the 5Ј NTR as those in the corresponding CTV-⌬Cla mutants (Fig. 7A) . CTV-9:M9, CTV-9:M11, and CTV-9:M15 replicated and produced genomic RNA and the full range of sgRNAs similar to that of the wild-type virus (CTV-9), while mutants CTV-9:M8 and CTV-9:M13 replicated at reduced levels compared to the wild-type virus (Fig. 7B) .
Since the 5Ј stem-loops appeared to be more conserved in the positive sequence, we examined whether the 5Ј terminal mutations that allowed copious replication of the full-length virus would allow efficient assembly of virions. However, since in vitro produced RNA transcripts from full-length CTV infect only a minor proportion of protoplasts (on the order of 0.01 to 0.1%) resulting in a low level of progeny virions (Satyanarayana et al., 2001 ), a sensitive assay system was needed. We previously developed two effective methods to examine virions from this system. The first method is to view virus particles by serologically specific electron microscopy (SSEM), which allows concentration and visualization of partial and complete particles. Long virus particles that appeared to be full-length virions were seen in extracts of protoplasts transfected with mutants CTV-9:M11 or CTV-9:M15 (bottom of Fig. 7 ), but no virions were detected from extracts from protoplasts infected with mutants CTV-9:M9, CTV-9:M13, or CTV-9: M8, even though they produced relatively large amounts of genomic and sgRNAs in these protoplasts.
A more critical measure of stable and infectious virion particles is by the passage of virions in crude sap from transfected protoplasts to another set of protoplasts under conditions in which only complete particles have been shown to be passaged. Free RNA or partially encapsidated particles are approximately 10,000 -100,000 less infectious than virions to inoculated protoplasts (Satyanarayana et al., 2001 ) and fail to be passaged under these conditions . The crude sap from the protoplasts transfected with CTV-9:M9, CTV-9:M13, and CTV-9:M8 almost totally failed to be passaged to the next batch of protoplasts, whereas progeny virions of CTV-9:M11 and CTV-9:M15 were passaged efficiently, similar to that of the wild-type virus (Fig. 7B ).
These results demonstrate that the mutations of CTV-9: M9, CTV-9:M13, and CTV-9:M8 affected assembly of virions more than it affected the replication of RNA. Thus the . Northern blot analysis of the total RNA isolated from N. benthamiana protoplasts 4 days posttransfection with the capped transcripts (T) and with the virions isolated from the transcript inoculated protoplasts (P). The blots were probed with the 3Ј positive-strand specific digoxigenin-labeled riboprobe. The genomic and sgRNA positions are represented by an arrow and arrowheads, respectively. The asterisks indicate bands due to nonspecific hybridizations. Virions from protoplasts transfected with transcripts of CTV-9, and CTV-9:M11 and CTV-9:M15, trapped using CP polyclonal antiserum are shown at the lower part of the figure. deletion of the upper stem and loop of SL2, and the altered sequences of the hinge area and the lower stem of SL1, inhibited virion assembly. Yet sequence changes in the lower stem of SL2 and the upper stem of SL1 did not affect production of infectious nucleocapsids.
Discussion
The first prediction of a common secondary structure for the 5Ј NTR of CTV isolates resulted from analysis of sequences of 10 isolates representing three different sequence groups (López et al., 1998) . Since that time other sequences from additional isolates confirmed the original observation. Although a wide range of sequence variability was observed (intragroup sequence identity higher than 88% and intergroup sequence identity as low as 44%), the predicted structures of the positivesense sequences were remarkably similar, especially the predicted SL1 and SL2. Yet, predicted secondary structures of the negative-sense sequences were variable.
Mutagenesis experiments supported the function of the predicted secondary structures of SL1 and SL2. Mutations that were predicted to alter the stem structures were lethal to replication, while compensatory mutations designed to rebuild the stem structures with different sequences allowed replication to resume at approximately wild-type levels. Overall, these data suggest that the predicted structures of SL1 and SL2 exist and are required for replication of CTV. Remarkably, alteration of the primary structure (compensatory mutations) of either stem or loop (heterologous loop) resulted in continued replication, suggesting little specificity for primary structure. Previously we examined the interaction of CTV replicase with heterologous cis-acting elements at the termini of the RNA by substituting heterologous terminal sequences from other strains into the CTV-⌬Cla replicon (Satyanarayana et al., 1999) . Sequences from other strains that are predicted to fold into similar secondary structures replicated, but at reduced levels. In general, the degree of continued replication was directly related to similarity to the homologous sequence, with termini containing more divergent sequences resulting in reduced replication. This demonstrated either a greater degree of specificity for primary structure or a more precise requirement for secondary structure than was obvious from our mutagenesis study.
Since the secondary structures of the CTV 5Ј NTR were required for replication, which is thought to involve the sequential or joint interactions of the replicase complex with cis-acting elements from both 5Ј and 3Ј termini, it is tempting to speculate the conservation of at least some common structural features at both ends of the genome that interact with the replicase. We previously analyzed the structure-function relationship of the 3Ј NTR (Satyanarayana et al., 2002 ). Yet, we do not recognize any readily discernible conserved sequences common to both termini.
The cis-acting elements in the 5Ј NTR that are involved in replication have been characterized for many plusstranded RNA viruses (cucumoviruses, tobraviruses, tymoviruses, tobamoviruses, and tobacco necrosis satellite virus). The BMV 5Ј NTR sequences contain internal control region-like motifs that resemble the ICR 1 and ICR 2 of tRNA promoters (Marsh and Hall, 1987) necessary for replication Pogue et al., 1990 . In Alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV) RNA 3, ICR-like motifs located in the 27-nt repeats of the 5Ј NTR are required for virus replication (van der Vossen and Bol, 1996) . The presence of ICR-like motifs in the 5Ј NTR and the reduction of replication with mutated ICR-like motifs in BMV and AMV support the notion that host proteins probably bind to these structures, and the ability of this interaction determined initiation of plus-strand synthesis (Duggal and Hall, 1995; van der Vossen and Bol, 1996) . Conserved structural elements and multiple sequences in the 5Ј NTR of Potato virus X (PVX) were also observed to affect the accumulation of genomic and sgRNA (Miller et al., 1998; Kim and Hemenway, 1996) . Recent studies in PVX have suggested the binding of a 54-kDa cellular protein, to nts 1-46 at the 5Ј NTR (Kim et al., 2002) .
Several observations and results suggest that the 5Ј structural elements of CTV 5Ј NTR required for replication function in the positive strand. First, the predicted structural elements are more conserved in the positive-strand among the different CTV isolates. Considerable variation occurs in predictions of minus-stranded structures. Second, the compensatory mutations that allowed resumption of wild-type levels of replication were not predicted to rebuild conserved negative-sense structures. Functional roles of plus-strand structures of the 5Ј NTR in replication has been observed with viruses of other groups. The 5Ј terminus of Poliovirus folded into cloverleaf structures in both positive and negative orientations, but only the positive-strand structure was functional (Andino et al., 1990) . In BMV disruption of the positive-stranded RNA structure reduced the helper RNAdependent replication of the pRNA in contrast to the disruption of the 3Ј end of the negative-stranded stem-loop . Similarly, it was shown that alterations of the secondary structure in the positive-strand of the 5Ј NTR of a defective RNA of Tomato bushy stunt virus significantly decreased its ability to be replicated (Wu et al., 2001) . In Beet necrotic yellow vein virus, a furovirus, mutations in the long 5Ј NTR of RNA 3 that preferentially disrupted the interactions of Box II-IIЈ in the plus-strand structure replicated less efficiently compared to disruptions in Box II-IIЈ interactions in the minus-strand structure (Gilmer et al., 1993) .
Previously, we found that the last 11 nts of the 3Ј end of CTV could be deleted with reduced but continued replication (Satyanarayana et al., 2002) . That result was unusual. Here, we found that 9 nts of the 5Ј terminus also could be deleted with continued replication at wild-type levels. However, with this deletion the terminal nucleotides are in the same context as with the wild-type construct. Precise 5Ј end nucleotides was a requirement for the efficient plus-stranded RNA synthesis in other viruses (Herold and Andino, 2000) . It has been demonstrated that the tRNA-like structure of BMV and other viruses function as a telomere for protection of the 3Ј terminus. Perhaps CTV has flexible termini as a mechanism to stabilize the RNA.
In vitro assembly experiments with the potexvirus, Papaya mosaic virus, have identified 38 -47 nts at the 5Ј terminus required for initiation of virion assembly (Abouhaidar and Bancroft, 1978; Sit et al., 1994) . In Turnip yellow mosaic virus, a tymovirus, the 5Ј NTR is involved in both replication and assembly (Hellendoorn et al., 1997) . Encapsidation efficiency of the virus was severely affected in mutants lacking the protonatable mismatches in internal loops of two predicted conserved stem loops, suggesting binding of the coat protein to the protonated cytosines in the 5Ј proximal hairpin (Bink et al., 2002) and recently it was shown that the stability of the 5Ј proximal hairpin of the 5Ј NTR regulated translation efficiency and initiation of encapsidation (Bink et al., 2003) . Double-hairpin structures in the 5Ј NTR (SL1 and SL3) of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 also have been shown to contribute to virion formation (McBride and Panganiban, 1997) .
CTV virion assembly is probably more complex compared to other viral systems of plants. The efficient assembly requires four gene products: two coat proteins (CP and CPm), an HSP70h, and p61 , although low level of assembly was observed with only CP or CPm (Satyanarayana et al., unpublished data) . The homologs of HSP70h and p61 have been found associated with virions in other members of the Closteroviridae (Tian et al., 1999; Napuli et al., 2000) and have been suggested to be involved in virion assembly (Alzanova et al., 2001; Napuli et al., 2003) . However, it is not clear if these proteins 
Note. Nucleotides in bold represent SP6 RNA polymerase promoter sequence incorporated into the oligonucleotide. Sequences of only the plus-sense oligonucleotides are shown except C-171. The minus-sense oligonucleotide, C-171 (nts 1164 to 1147), was used in the DNA amplification reaction with plus-sense primers, C-370, C-390, C-441, C-391, and C-388. Corresponding minus-sense sequences of the remaining plus-sense oligonucleotides were used in DNA amplification by overlap PCR. Sequences underlined and in italics indicated the mutated nucleotides. The numbers on the top of the oligonucleotide sequences, C-370 and C-390, represent the start of the CTV-specific sequences and the junction nucleotides in C-418, C-406, C-496, and C-443. are minor structural components necessary to the virion architecture or contaminants after functioning in the assembly process. The two CPs encapsidate opposite ends of the virion RNA with a transition approximately 5% from one end (Febres et al., 1996) . It is possible that each coat protein has a different origin of assembly. The data presented here suggest that the primary structure (sequence) of a subset of this region is necessary for assembly. Perhaps this component is an assembly origin for one of the two CPs of CTV.
Materials and methods
Construction of plasmids
Infectious cDNA clone of CTV (CTV9), CTV replicon (CTV-⌬Cla), and a modified CTV-⌬Cla that contained a unique StuI restriction site at the 5Ј end of the SP6 RNA polymerase promoter engineered upstream of 5Ј NTR sequence (Satyanarayana et al. 1999) were used as the parent plasmids to generate the mutants used in this study. The nucleotide sequence and numbering of the oligonucleotide primers used in this study were according to Satyanarayana et al. (2003) (Accession No. AY170468). The mutations were generated in the 5Ј NTR by overlap extension PCR technique (Ho et al., 1989 ) using a pair of plus-and minussense oligonucleotides that contained desired mutations (Table 1 ). The outer 5Ј primer contained the SP6 polymerase promoter sequence, while the 3Ј minus primer (nts 1147-1164) contained CTV-specific sequence 3Ј of the unique BglII restriction site (nt 1029) in CTV-⌬Cla. Overlap extension amplification products were digested with BglII and ligated between StuI-and BglII-digested CTV-)Cla.
Selected mutants that contained mutations in the 5Ј NTR of CTV-⌬Cla (CTV-⌬Cla M8, CTV-⌬Cla M9, CTV-⌬Cla M11, CTV-⌬Cla M 13, and CTV-⌬Cla M15) were transferred into the full-length CTV by exchanging the unique NcoI and NotI restriction enzyme digested product from CTV9 and ligated into similarly digested 5Ј NTR mutants to generate CTV-9:M8, CTV-9:M9, CTV-9:M11, CTV-9:M13, and CTV-9:M15, respectively. All the mutants were sequenced for the presence of the desired mutation in the 5Ј NTR.
Comparison of the 5Ј NTR sequences from different isolates [T36, NC_001661; T30, AF260651; VT, U56902; T385, Y18420; SY568, AF001623; NUagA, AB046398, and T68 (M. Hilf, Personal Communication)] was carried out using CLUSTAL program (Thompson et al., 1994) , and the putative most stable secondary structures were predicted using MFOLD program (Zuker et al., 1999) .
Isolation and transfection of protoplasts, and analysis of viral RNA
Isolation of N. benthamiana mesophyll protoplasts, synthesis of SP6 RNA polymerase-dependent RNA transcripts from NotI linearized cDNAs, subsequent PEG-mediated transfection of protoplasts, and Northern blot analysis of the total RNA using digoxigenin-labeled strand-specific riboprobes were carried out as outlined earlier (Navas-Castillo et al., 1997; Satyanarayana et al., 1999) .
Assay for virion assembly
Assembly of CTV virions was examined by SSEM in extracts of transfected protoplasts and by passage of virions in the crude sap from transfected protoplasts to a second batch of protoplasts as described earlier (Satyanarayana et al., , 2001 . Briefly, transcript inoculated protoplasts were harvested 4 dpi and gently suspended in 40 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.2) over period of 30 min. The suspension was clarified by low-speed centrifugation (4000 rpm) and the supernatant was used to inoculate a fresh batch of protoplasts using PEG as outlined by Satyanarayana et al. (2000) .
